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On July 01, 2021 the Hualapai Tribal Council passed Resolution 44-2021 regarding revisions to the Color Coding Alert System for COVID-19 Response on the Hualapai Reservation.

The COVID-19 virus remains active worldwide, which includes, locally and surrounding communities throughout our State. COVID-19 Cases on the Hualapai Nation presently have NO Community Spread as monitored by Public Health Officials.

The Hualapai Tribe Color Code Alert for COVID-19 has remained at it’s lowest standards over a thirty-day period. The Color Code Alert System will be temporarily replaced with a campaign effort of educating our community members to stay vigilant with all health and safety precautionary measures and understand the COVID-19 virus is still amongst us throughout our State and worldwide. COVID-19 cases will continue to be monitored by the Hualapai COVID-19 Response Team and Public Health Officials. In the event it is determined that the COVID-19 Virus is at a level considered to be widespread, the Color Code Alert System will once again be activated.

This is what you and your family need to know:

The Color Coding Alert system will be suspended UNTIL the need for it is required again.

Our community is entering the beginning stages to an endemic of COVID-19.

Here is a breakdown of what an Endemic means on the Hualapai Reservation:

- **ENDEMIC**: The CDC defines endemic as “the constant presence and/or usual prevalence of a disease or infectious agent in a population within a geographic area.”
- **COVID-19 is still active around the world and in our community**
- **Individual Responsibility**
  - Hold yourselves and each other accountable and be responsible when going in public, work and school.
- **Protect yourselves with provided guidelines**
  - Continue to Mask up, Social Distance, and Sanitize
  - Get your vaccinations and boosters
  - **STAYING HOME WHEN SICK**

Community members are always encouraged to get vaccinated. More information about the COVID-19 vaccination and boosters available, contact the Peach Springs Health Center at 1-(928)-769-2900. Any inquiries about Hualapai Response, contact (928)-769-0001 or 0002

Stay vigilant, stay alert and stay safe.

Updates and information available on the Hualapai Tribe’s Website @ hualapai-nsn.gov or Facebook @Hualapai Tribal Response
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